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ECU wishes a happy International
Women's Day to the strong,
intelligent, talented and simply
wonderful women of the world!

Alexandra Kosteniuk wins the
second leg of the FIDE Women's
Grand Prix

Women's Grand Prix Munich

International Women's Day

European Individual Chess
Championship 2023 commenced in

Vrnjacka Banja, Serbia



In brief..

European Individual Chess Championship 2023 commenced in Vrnjacka Banja,

Serbia with participation of 482 players coming from 40 European federations. The

event broke the participation record previously set in Rijeka 2010 with 408 players.

The championship features the prize fund of 100.000 EUR and the best-ranked 23

players will qualify for the FIDE World Cup 2023.

European Women's Chess Championship 2023 will take place from 17th-30th

March 2023 in Petrovac, Montenegro. More than 140 players from 34 European

federations registered for the event. According to FIDE regulations and the decision of

the ECU Board, 9 players will qualify for the FIDE Women's World Cup.

The European Chess Union opened the bidding procedure for the organisation of

the official European Chess Championships in 2023, 2024 & 2025.

IOC announced the Olympic Esports Series 2023 with winners to be crowned after the

live finals which will take place in Singapore from 22 to 25 June. Chess is included

in the list of esports for Olympic Esports Series 2023.

The second leg of the FIDE Women's Grand Prix 2022/23 series took place in

Munich, Germany, from 1st to 14th of February 2023. GM Alexandra Kosteniuk

triumphed in the event despite the loss in the last round. In addition to the €15,000 first

prize, Kosteniuk left Germany with 160 Grand Prix points.
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HAPPY INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN'S DAY

The European Chess Union wishes a happy International
Women's Day to the strong, intelligent, talented and
simply wonderful women of the world! Women are the
greatest inspiration !

The UN theme for this year's International Women's Day
is “DigitALL: Innovation and technology for gender
equality”. https://media.un.org/en/asset/k1m/k1mpovmzy5
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Invitation for bids: European Chess
Championships 2023-2024-2025

The European Chess Union opens the bidding procedure for the organisation of the
official European Chess Championships in 2023, 2024 & 2025. The bids must be
submitted exclusively in the Bid form regulated by the ECU (can be downloaded
below). For any additional documents delivered separately from the bid form, it must
be stated in the bid form what they relate to. Any document that reaches the ECU
office after the official deadline will not be taken into consideration.

The deadline for bids to reach the

European Chess Union office is by

Friday 14th of April 2023by 4 PM CET.

All the bids must reach the European

Chess Union office by e-mail

ecu.secretary.general@gmail.com

A. The bidding procedure is open for the

following Championships in 2023&2024.

1. European Rapid & Blitz

Championship 2023

2. European Women’s Rapid & Blitz

Championship 2023

3. European Rapid & Blitz

Championship 2024

4. European Women’s Rapid & Blitz

Championship 2024
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B. The bidding procedure is open for the

following ECU Chess Championships in

2025 (including combined bids for

European Individual Championships for

next years):

1. European Individual Open

Championship 2025

2. European Open & Women Team

Championship 2025

3. European Club Cup Open and

Women 2025

4. European Individual Women

Championship

5. European Senior Team Championship

6. European Youth Team Championship

7. European Rapid & Blitz

Championship

8. European Women’s Rapid & Blitz

Championship

9. European School Championship

10. European Amateur Championship

11. European Corporate Championship

Official invitation for bids with detailed

information can be found on the ECU

Website.



European Individual Chess
Championship 2023 commenced

in Vrnjacka Banja, Serbia

The European Individual Chess Championship 2023
commenced in Vrnjacka Banja, Serbia with the
participation of 482 players from 40 European federations.

The event officially broke the participation record
previously set in Rijeka 2010 with 408 players.
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#EICC2023

Before the start of the Opening

ceremony, the President of the Vrnjacka

Banja Municipality, the President of the

Serbian Chess Federation and the

President of ECU revealed the chess

statue in Vrnjacka Banja's chess park

dedicated to all chess tournaments that

were and will be held in the city.

The rich programme of the Day 1 started

with the technical meeting, and the

event officially kicked off with the first

round starting on March 3rd, 15:00 CET.

The President of the Serbian Chess

Federation Mr. Dragan Lazic and the

President of the European Chess Union

Mr. Zurab Azmaiparashvili made the first

ceremonial move in the game between

17-year-old FM Vuk Damjanovic (SRB,

2375) and the top-seeded player of the

event GM Gabriel Sargissian (ARM,

2699).

After five played rounds, GM Anton

Korobov (UKR, 2658) emerged as the

sole leader of the event with perfect

score of 5/5 points, while four players tie

for the second place scoring 4.5 points

each: IM Stamatis Kourkoulos-Arditis

(GRE, 2520), GM Eltaj Safarli (AZE,

2608), GM Thai Dai Van Nguyen (CZE,

2651), and GM Giga Quparadze (GEO,

2483).

The Opening ceremony of the event
took place on Friday, 2nd of March, with
the attendance of the Mayor of the
Vrnjacka Banja Municipality Mr. Boban
Djurovic, the President of the Serbian
Chess Federation Mr. Dragan Lazic, the
President of the European Chess Union
Mr. Zurab Azmaiparashvili, and other
distinguished guests.

European Individual Chess
Championship 2023

The European Individual Chess
Championship 2023 takes place
from 2nd - 14th March in
Vrnjacka Banja, Serbia.
With participation of 482 players
from 40 European federations,
the event broke the participation
record previously set in Rijeka
2010.

The total prize fund of the
Championship is 100.000 EUR,
with 23 qualification spots for
the next FIDE World Cup.
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The best ranked 23 players at the

European Individual Chess

Championship 2023 will qualify for the

FIDE World Cup 2023.

The rounds start every day at 15:00

CET, and the live broadcast of the

games starts with 15-minute delay.

Live broadcast of the games can be

followed through the ECU YouTube

channel together with commentaries by

IM Miodrag Perunovic.

Detailed information about the

Championship can be found on the

official website of the event.



Alexandra Kosteniuk wins the 2nd leg of the
FIDE Women's Grand Prix 2022/23

The second leg of the FIDE Women's Grand Prix 2022/23 series took place
in Munich, Germany, from 1st to 14th of February 2023.
GM Alexandra Kosteniuk triumphed in the FIDE Women's Grand Prix Munich
despite the loss in the last round. In addition to the €15,000 first prize,
Kosteniuk left Germany with 160 Grand Prix points.

GM Koneru Humpy clinched silver

medal with the score of 7 points, while

GM Nana Dzagnidze claimed bronze

medal with 6.5 points.

Final rankings:

1. Alexandra Kosteniuk, 7.5 points

2. Koneru Humpy, 7 points

3. Nana Dzagnidze, 6.5 points

4. Harika Dronavalli, 6 points

5. Zhu Jiner 5.5 points

6. Zhansaya Abdumalik, 5.5 points

7. Elisabeth Paehtz, 5.5 points

8.Tan Zhongyi, 5.5 points

9. Mariya Muzychuk, 5 points

10. Alina Kashlinskaya, 4.5 points

11. Anna Muzychuk, 4 points

12. Dinara Wagner, 3.5 points

Photos by:
Mark Livshitz
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The second leg of the 2022-2023

Women’s Grand Prix Series took place

from 1st-14th February in Munich, the

capital of the state of Bavaria. Twelve of

the world’s top female players disputed

an eleven-round all-play-all with their

eyes set on the 15,000 euros first prize

plus the valuable WGP points that add

up for direct qualification to the

2023-2024 FIDE Women’s Candidates.

The total prize fund of the event was

80.000 EUR.

Detailed information about the event can

be found on the Official website.



UPCOMING

European Women's Chess
Championship 2023

European Individual Women's Chess Championship 2023
will take place from 17th-30th March in Hotel "Palas"
Petrovac, Montenegro.

The Championship will be played

according to the Swiss System, 11

rounds. The rate of play is 90 minutes

for 40 moves + 30 minutes for the rest of

the game with an increment of 30

seconds for every move starting from

move 1.

The 23rd European Women’s

Championship implies qualification for

the next World Women’s Cup. According

to FIDE regulations and the decision of

the ECU Board, 9 players will

qualify. The event is open for all women

players from National Chess

Federations members of the European

Chess Union (ECU) without rating or title

limitations and according to the

decisions of the ECU Board and General

Assembly.

Hotel "Palas"
Petrovac,

Montenegro
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The total prize fund of the event is

60.000 EUR, with 10.000 EUR reserved

for the Winner of the event.

More than 140 players from 34

European federations registered for the

event. The top seeds are: GM Bela

Khotenashvili (GEO, 2491), GM Nino

Batsiashvili (GEO, 2489), GM Valentina

Gunina (FIDE, 2478), IM Gunay

Mammadzada (AZE, 2472), IM Marsel

Efroimski (ISR, 2451), IM Yuliia Osmak

(UKR, 2445).

The list of registered players can be

found here.

Detailed information and official

regulations of the Championship can be

found on the ECU Website.

Official website of the event:

https://sahcg.me/eurowomen2023/



Chess is included in the list of esports
for Olympic Esports Series 2023

IOC announces Olympic Esports Series 2023 with
winners to be crowned after the live finals which will take
place in Singapore from 22 to 25 June.

The Olympic Esports Series

2023 begun on 1st of March

when both professional and

amateur players from around the

world are invited to take part in

qualification rounds across a host

of the featured games.

This evolved format of the IOC’s

virtual competition builds on the

successes of the Olympic Virtual

Series. The 2021 series, which

took place ahead of the Olympic

Games Tokyo 2020, attracted

over 250,000 participants from

across 100 countries to take part

in competitions.
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The Olympic Esports Series

2023 marks another step in

supporting the development of

virtual sports within the Olympic

Movement, as laid out in Olympic

Agenda 2020+5, and continues

its collaboration with the gaming

and esports communities to

create new opportunities for

players and fans alike. The

#Chess qualification rounds will

be organised on Chess.com by

FIDE - International Chess

Federation. 8 players will qualify

for the live finals in Singapore.

Detailed information can be

found on the IOC website.



London Chess Conference

The 9th edition of the London Chess
Conference will take place from
17-19 March 2023. The theme of the
2023 London Chess Conference is
Chess and STEM – exploring the
ways in which chess relates to
Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics.

The Conference is organised by
ChessPlus Limited working in
partnership with the core sponsors
the International Chess Federation
(FIDE), the European Chess Union
(ECU), and Chess in Schools and
Communities (CSC).

The conference covers the education

needed to lay the intellectual

foundations for life and work in the 21st

Century. The public associate chess with

higher-order thinking but do not always

see the relevance to education.

The conference seeks to set out the

unique contributions that chess can

make to developing children’s thinking

skills. According to the UK Commission

for Employment & Skills, 43% of

science, technology, engineering and

mathematics vacancies are hard to fill

due to a shortage of applicants with the

required skills and experience. This

skills gap must be addressed within the

education system starting in schools.

Chess brings many of the analytical

skills required for STEM and can be part

of any educational plan to make STEM

subjects more attractive.
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UPCOMING

Attendees can expect to learn about the

latest developments in the teaching of

chess and games at school to support

educational objectives. Experts from

around the world will share best practice

on the didactics and pedagogy of

games. These valuable insights can be

explored further during in-depth

seminars and discussions. Some of the

leading software and technology

projects will be demonstrated. The

networking opportunities will allow

attendees to meet with new colleagues

and develop collaborative projects.

The detailed programme of the event

can be found on the Official website.



ECU Commission For Women’s Chess

"European Women’s Chess
Trophy"

We inspire to support female chess players to actively
take part in the solely women’s tournaments in Europe,
especially in the closed (norm) ones and this way to
support and promote tournaments’ organizers as well. We
would like to do so by lunching “European Women’s
Chess Trophy”, an initiative that will financially reward
women and girls in 4 different categories.
You can find more details on our website:
https://wom.europechess.org/
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ECU Commission For Women’s Chess

Photo at the top: WIM Urh Zala (left), Nikola
Mayrhuber (right)

Photo below: IM Dominik Horvath (left)
Match between GM Valentin Dragnev and
GM Bobby Cheng (right)

Author of the article: GM David Shengelia

Successful Chess
Week in Vienna

Final Standing and results of
WIM tournament.

Final Standing and results of
GM tournament.

Final Standing and results of
the Match.
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Austrian Chess Federation hosted

from February 6 – February 12 a big

chess event that included WIM/GM

round robin tournaments and Austria-

Australia Grandmaster match between

two young and talented players Valentin

Dragnev and Bobby Cheng. 5 GM, 5 IM,

2 FM, 3 WIM, 7 WFM, alltogether 22

players from 9 different countries!

WIM tournament attracted 7 young girls

to fight for a norm. The task was not

easy, however. The average of 2135, the

players needed to score 6/9. To a great

joy of the host federation, the Austrian

Nikola Mayrhuber achieved her first WIM

norm. Nikola, who played a great

tournament, even after loosing the first

round when having a winning position

against the tournament‘s favorite

Slovenian WIM Zala Urh, could find her

play and fought back and made out of

remaining 8 rounds 6 points. Zala Urh

proved her ELO favorite status and won

the tournament sovereignly with one

point ahead of the remaining field.

Grandmaster tournament with average

ELO 2456 was a very balanced one.

Players needed to score 6,5 point for a

GM and 4,5 Points for IM norm,

eventually. The final table shows how

tight was the run for the norms and

medals, when between the first and the

last place is just 2,5 points difference.

Finally, 4 players shared the first place

with 5,5 points, but Austrian IM Dominik

Horvath could win the tournament

thanks to better criteria. Another

Austrian player FM Marc Morgunov

made an IM norm.

Valentin Dragnev and Bobby Cheng

showed a spectacular fighting spirit,

when in 6 classical games they made

overall 341 moves which is equivalent to

avarage 57 moves per game! To joy of

all Austrian fans, Valentin won the match

4-2.

I would like to thank all players for

accepting our invitation and hope that

they enjoyed their stay in Vienna. Thank

you goes also to our main arbiter IA

Peter Stadler for the great cooperation.

And big thank you goes to Austrian

Chess Federation and to president

Michael Stöttinger for supporting this

event! Hope to see you in Vienna again.



Challengers Event: Ashton,
Alannah vs. Barbier-Ramaiah, Riya
Photo: Abi Avery

The setting was the historic
Edinburgh Chess Club, who
have recently celebrated their
bicentenary. They are one of
the oldest chess clubs in the
world.

10 players participated in the
Woman International Master
(WIM) Norm event, including
local Grandmaster Ketevan
Arakhamia-Grant. However,
she had to settle for second
place behind a superb
performance for WIM
Svetlana Sucikova (pictured
with the trophy) who scored
8/9. WIM Fiona Steil-Antoni
claimed the third place trophy
on tie break with 5.5/9 ahead
of top English scorer, Kamila
Hryshchenko.

You can read a full article of
the organizer Lorin D'Costa
and see the final standing
and results here.

The 2nd She Plays To Win: WIM &
Challengers

The 2nd She Plays To
Win International was
held in Edinburgh from
15th-19th February
2023.

ECU Commission For Women’s Chess

WIM Svetlana
Sucikova
Photo: Abi Avery

Playing hall of the
event
Photo: FB of
Scottish Chess
Tour

Trophy Winners
of the WIM
tournament
Photo: Abi Avery

Participants of both tournaments
Photo: FB of Scottish Chess Tour

Participants of Challengers Event
Photo: FB of Scottish Chess Tour
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In our section "Spotlight - Females

Working Behind the Scene" we would

like to introduce you passionate

members of the European Chess

Federations that are engaged in

promoting and supporting Women's

Chess.

Agnieszka Milewska, England –

Director of Women’s Chess.

What are the main projects and areas

of responsibility of the English Chess

Federation Women's Commission?

There has never been a better time to

play chess than now. Thanks to the

phenomenal success of ‘The Queen’s

Gambit’ in encouraging more women to

take up the game, and the increasing

numbers of people, male and female,

now playing chess online.

I’m using my experience as an active

tournament player, coach, organizer and

arbiter to help female players fulfill their

potential, and work to redress the

gender imbalance in chess at all levels.

During the pandemic, I have been

involved in the England Women’s online

team on Lichess, working together with

the British Women’s Champion, IM &

WGM Jovanka Houska, FIDE Women’s

Commission member Christelle Hafstad

and IM Lawrence Cooper. There are a

number of good projects now taking

place to encourage more women and

girls to take up the game, including the

‘She Plays to Win’ online club run by

England Women’s Team Coach IM Lorin

D’Costa. I would aim to offer practical

help to organizers wishing to start similar

initiatives. We also organized over last 2

years 3 Women’s Norm Events.

What events and initiatives have you

planned for this year?

We have quite a few tournaments

coming up, starting with the English

Women’s Championship, British

Championship, few norm events like

“She Plays To Win", Cambridge

International Open (both February), then

we have “Vera Menchik Memorial” in

June. We are also planning to take part

in the London Chess Classic.

"Females Working Behind The Scene" with Aga
Milewska from the English Chess Federation

« If we do have
more women
involved in

organising events
like organisers,
arbiters it will
create a more

welcoming
atmosphere for
young girls to
participate. »

SPOTLIGHT

Photo: Aga Milewska

Do you have any tips on how to get

more females involved in chess?

My individual opinion is that if we do

have more women involved in

organising events like

organisers, arbiters it will create a more

welcoming atmosphere for young girls to

participate. Also, I always like any social

events to make players know each

other, make friends, and go together to

the tournaments. In this case girls

are not feeling lonely in dominating man

presence. Also, any team events like

4NCL with girl’s teams only. They

are teaming up and making an effort to

win some competition “together”.



The idea of this concept is to constantly

look at the activity you are running, or

the offer you give, from the perspective

of the other.

One can assume that this should be

simple for the chess player, who is

constantly using perspective taking in

the sense that not only his own moves

should be calculated but also the

opponent's possibilities and answers.

Yet in my experience, when it comes to

outside the chessboard, this is the

biggest problem in the chess world, and

not least for Chess in Education.

Why should a country and a ministry of

education invest in chess?

Is it to educate and groom strong chess

players?

Sure, there might be some countries, but

more likely it is to develop cognitive

abilities in children, create a community

across borders and stimulate intellectual

activity so that the level of knowledge is

raised in the country and with an activity

that is inexpensive to implement.

Why should a school invest in chess?

Here there can be different answers:

- is it to make an elite angel develop a

strong school team in chess so that it

wins national competitions so the school

can distinguish itself as an IQ school?

- is it to demonstrate to future students

and their parents that it is good to

choose the school because it offers the

best programs?

Certainly, there are schools that want it.

The Outside-In Perspective - the Key to
Development for Chess in Education

Chair ECU Education

Jesper Bergmark Hall

The Education Commission of the

European Chess Union seeks to

promote chess for educational

purposes in schools. We work with

the all federations in the ECU

sharing ideas and best practice. .

Together we devise and implement

plans to bring chess to schools and

to ensure that it is taught according

to modern standards

EDU Commission
But by far the most common is that, just
as for the Ministry of Education, they
want to create a sense of community,
develop cognitive skills, fulfill school
curriculums, provide good
extracurricular activities and, not least,
see direct links to how chess develops
mathematical skills, trains STEM and
opens up the door to the world of
thought for the weakest children. Most
importantly, chess is an extremely low-
cost method that is also proven to work
in practice without a long learning
curve.

EDUCATIONAL CHESS
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ECU EDUCATIONAL COMMISSION

Chess in schools

So why should a teacher teach chess?

In my experience, the chess world

makes many mistakes when "selling

chess".

Most people think that the teacher's first

question when it comes to using chess

in teaching is how effectively the game

trains different skills, but in my

experience, the first reflections are:

- "Am I really able to teach chess, I know

so little?",

- "How will it work in the classroom?"

and

- "Oh no, not a new method that involves

a lot of preparation and administration. I

don't have the time".

The best selling point is therefore to:

- emphasize how easy it is to teach

chess,

- how well it works in the classroom

where everyone can participate,

- and that the set-up, instructional

material, and support provided to the

teacher are designed with this in mind.

Prepare the materials, arm yourself with

the correct answers that the teachers

have and your proposals will be more

successful.

"Since I showed them the logic
games derived from chess, my
students spend all their breaks
playing them. Looking forward

to having the next teacher
training course to be able to

show them a new game."
The reaction of teachers after the first

chess lesson in Romania

25,000 schoolchildren have the chance
to become smarter every year by playing

chess in schools in Sweden

Jesper
Bergmark Hall

Photo from
his materials

for kids and
teachers

Ideas for facilitating
implementation chess

- prepare lesson plans for
teachers (or use one that
already exists)
- offer chess videos that
teachers can even use in the
classroom
- be patient with the teachers,
explain them as many times as
needed with practical exemples
- be very enthusiastic when you
present your program
- follow us on Facebook,
Instagram, or Twitter for daily
ideas (#ECUeducational)
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Finally, the children.

My experience is that it is not difficult to

get children to want to play chess at

school, as long as you keep in mind that

the aim of Chess in Education is not, as

in normal chess training, to find talents

and develop chess skills, but the focus is

on opening the world of thinking to the

weakest ones.

For this to happen, a good social

environment is needed where

cooperation and trying, failing, and trying

again are encouraged. If the position of

chess is to be further strengthened in

our societies, we need to dare to look at

ourselves from the outside in.





ECU EDUCATIONAL COMMISSION

Legend of the four pictures:

- logical course diagram
- Bloom/Anderssen's taxonomy applied
to teaching chess at primary school
- the history of chess
- logical games on the chessboard

Objective

Educational Chess

The values promoted within this
program are:

- using chess as an educational
tool
- the harmonious development
of children
- the importance of team spirit
in the class of students
- the importance of each
student regardless of his chess
level
- competition with oneself to
become a better individual
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Garry Kasparov, former world chess

champion, said:

"Chess is a game that improves

creativity, problem solving, memory and

mathematical skills. Chess makes you

smart".

Teaching chess in schools can enhance

children's cognitive skills, problem-

solving skills and decision-making

abilities."

"Education through Chess" is a valuable

opportunity for public school students to

learn and benefit from the game of

chess, and for public school teachers to

receive professional training and credit.

Romanian Chess Federation

The program manager, Lejean-Anușca

Mădălina-Maria states:

"The Ministry of Education helped us a

lot to achieve this great goal, for which

we are very grateful.

In the future, the Romanian Chess

Federation aims to develop as much as

possible the interest in chess in

educational institutions in Romania.

The new collaboration we have with the

Proacta EDU Association pursues in a

parallel project the training teachers and

the promotion of chess to as many

teachers and students as possible, as

well as supporting schools in the

implementation of the optional in

schools.

Being a trainer of the first existing

training course in Romania, I can say

that the feedback received from the

teachers is very encouraging to continue

the activity with enthusiasm!"



EVENTS

Follow us:
romaniagp.ro

#Facebook
#YouTube
#Twitch

Romanian Grand Prix
marks its 2nd edition!

Romania Grand Prix will consist of 5 qualifying open
tournaments, with 2 classical and 3 rapid events.
The total prize fund of the circuit will be 175.000 euro!
The grand finale will be a closed tournament with the top 15
best-ranked players, with a maximum of 3 players who are not
on Romania’s elo list, and 1 wild card. Every tournament will
be live-streamed on the official channels of Romanian Chess
Federation: Facebook, Youtube and Twitch.
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ARBITERS CORNER

That was one of the key factors for the

Call of Interests to be one tool to

improve the overall quality of our

arbiters.

For the first year, we used a paper

formular, that was afterwards changed

into a web form.

Both the paper and the web forms

contained several items to be evaluated

by the chief arbiter. The Council also

implemented a second form, where the

deputy chief arbiters could evaluate their

cooperation with the chief arbiter, as we

believed that everyone should be

assessed, not just to “give a number”,

but to highlight strengths and weak

spots, and finally help him to improve.

Reading the assessment reports that

came in the first three years of

implementation gave a lot of useful

information not only regarding the

evaluated arbiters, but also about the

ones who filled in the evaluations, and in

general to assess the effectivity of the

system itself.

Basing on these information, with the

new term, the Council decided to create

a new evaluation form, also using the

experience of the arbiters’ supervisors

who worked during the Olympiads in

Chennai.

The new Arbiters’ evaluation

A few years ago, together with call of interest’s launch, the ECU arbiters’ council
started an ambitious project to implement a comprehensive system of evaluation of
the arbiters’ performances. Back that time, the idea was that a system of
appointments could only work together with an assessment of the arbiters’
performance in any single event, with the final purpose to include these evaluations
as a part of the grades allotted in the Call of interests.

Text by:
IA Marco Biagoli

ECU Arbiters Council

ECU Arbiters' Council publishes
monthly articles in the ECU
Newsletter. All the articles can
be found on the ECU Arbiters
Council website.

ECU AC contact:
ecuarbiterscouncil@gmail.com

ECU Arbiters Council website:
https://arbiters.europechess.org
/
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We hence invited to our meetings Mr

Takis Nikolopoulos, who was the

supervisors’ chair and is also an ECU

president’s advisor, to help us to

creating a new evaluation form which is

now in place and will be used for the first

time in Serbia and Montenegro.

The new form includes a significant

news: a very long introduction which

makes it clear what is the purpose of the

evaluation. Even if you don’t plan to be,

one day, the Chief Arbiter of one

European event, you should definitely

take a look to it, since it explains the

philosophy of the whole system and

gives some guidelines of how the

evaluator should act. For the working of

the new system, in fact, the Chief

Arbiter’s job of evaluating the staff is

crucial.

We really wanted to underline that the

evaluation is not a moral judgement or

an act of friendship. By saying an arbiter

didn’t perform at the expected standard

for one European Championship, the

Chief Arbiter is not hurting him, but

helping them enhance their future

capabilities.

One of the biggest problems we noticed

in the past was that some evaluations

were clearly biased by the will to appear

“nice” or not to hurt the staff members.



ARBITERS CORNER

But such way the evaluations were not

useful to engage the arbiters to improve

their weak spots. What we ask to an

evaluator is to be objective and evaluate

to the best of his knowledge and

experience rather than his personal

relationships with the arbiter: only this

way the system will help us, the

evaluated arbiters and the European

movement in general.

You can clearly see this change since

now we ask to comment briefly on each

grade to let us understand why the Chief

Arbiter gave a particular evaluation and

not only in case of a negative mark.

Also the marks themselves changed and

they are now reduced to two options

which would probably make the job

easier.

The two things go together: when the

choice is between two options, the

comment is vital to understand it, and it

has to be a real motivation, not just

something added to fulfil the form. “They

were excellent” or “they were bad” are

not sufficient comments: a real one shall

be specific and refer to particular facts

that occurred during the event and

persuaded the Chief Arbiter to give that

evaluation.

Text by:

IA Marco Biagioli,
Attorney at Law,
ECU Legal Advisor

The new
Arbiters’

evaluation
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We finally ask also to put a general

comment on the arbiter’s job, preferably

highlighting possible weaknesses and

how to improve, as long as the specific

good qualities that the arbiter showed: a

generally well-performing arbiter, in fact,

can have a weak spot that can be

improved.

It is important to stress that our purpose

is not to remove “bad arbiters” from the

scene or glorify “very good arbiters”. We

wish to have a clear picture of the

arbiters’ level, to build some specific

training and improve their qualities, and

to understand in what function the

arbiter do their best: the evaluation helps

the arbiter, it is not against him!

Our global plan is to examine the forms

after each event and assess them in the

Council, contact the arbiters who

underperformed and help them to grow.

Such way, we will also learn if the

system works as we expect or not, and

how to improve it. If this system will

work, we will all grow together.

And in case we will receive some

random or trivial assessment, well, we

will not know anything about the

evaluated arbiter but we will learn a lot

about the evaluator!



FUN ZONE

In February 2023 edition of the
ECU Magazine, we present four
positions where White mates in
two moves!

Solutions from
January Magazine

#Puzzle 1:
1.Qf8+ Qg8 2.g7#

#Puzzle 2:
1.b4!! a2 2.b5#

#Puzzle 3:
1.Be7+ Kh5 2.g4#

#Puzzle 4:
1.Qxh7!!+ Nxh7 2.g4#
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MARK

DVORETSKY

SAID ABOUT

CHESS:

>It is not possible to become a great

player without having learned how to

analyse deeply and accurately.

>In positions of strategic

manoeuvring (where time is not of

decisive importance) seek the worst-

placed piece. Activating that piece is

often the most reliable way of

improving your position as a whole.

>I feel that it is no less interesting to

be a trainer than to play oneself. I

even take greater delight in the

tournament successes of my lads

than I do in my own.

>Emotional instability can be one of

the factors giving rise to a failure by

chess players in important duels.

Under the influence of surging

emotions (and not necessarily

negative ones) we sometimes lose

concentration and stop objectively

evaluating the events that are taking

place on the board.
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